
Global Realities Economic Risks Policy Risks Opportunities

Date: Thursday, 12 December 2019
Time: 9:00am-5:00pm

 N97, 500 per personFee:
 Radisson Blu Hotel and Anchorage, Ozumba Mbadiwe Venue:

Avenue, Victoria Island, Lagos

FOR WHOM: CEOs, EDs, Senior Government Officials, Strategists, Analysts and Diplomats

Economic Associates (EA) will host a one-day conference on Nigeria’s Economic Outlook on Thursday, 12 December 2019 at 
Radisson Blu Hotel, 1a Ozumba Mbadiwe Avenue, VI, Lagos. Discussions at the conference will focus on facts to be 
presented by EA on four sub-topics:
1. Global Realities: Widening divergence between downside risks to global growth/exports outlook and upside prospects of 
larger inward capital flows to developing countries means that strategic choices by governments and companies determine 
the relative consequences of these opposing forces on each country.
2. Economic Risks: For Nigeria, slow GDP growth will mean the bulk of growth will continue to be concentrated in only 
about six sectors, to the exclusion of the remaining 40 sectors that must also grapple with tight money, credit, equity, and 
forex conditions, double-digit inflation and interest rates, and multiple exchange rates.
3. Policy Risks: Revolve around the ease with which Nigeria can close gaps between budgeted and actual revenues on the 
fiscal side and raise foreign exchange supply and domestic financing thresholds to levels required to underpin faster and 
sectorally inclusive growth on the monetary side.
4. Opportunities: Strategic levers that can be pulled to seize big enough slices of increased inward capital flows to 
developing countries to compensate for the consequences of risks to growth and exports.

Agenda:
8.30-9.00 Arrival Tea/Coffee and Registration
9.00-9.30 Introductions and Overview
9.30-10.45 Session 1: Global Realities

a. Global growth downsides
b. Global liquidity upsides
c. EME winners and losers

10.45-11.15 Tea/Coffee Break
11.15-13.00 Session 2: Economic Risks

a. Slow GDP Growth and Concentrated Sectoral Growth
b. Tight Money, Credit, Bonds, Equity and Foreign Exchange Markets
c. Volatile Inflation, Interest Rates, Equity Prices and Exchange Rates

13.00-14.00 Lunch
14.00-13.15 Session 3: Policy Risks

a. Overcoming post-boom fiscal stress
b. Enhancing Net-Worth
c. Unlocking Liquidity

15.15-15.45 Break
15.45-17.00 Session 4: Opportunities

a. Fact: Global liquidity upsides are much bigger than growth downsides
b. Evidence: New winners are emerging on the EME league table
c. Clues: Levers that can be pulled to reposition to gain the most

Participation at this event is by prior reservation only and subject to confirmation by EA. Presentations will be made 
available in advance to confirmed participants. Please visit www.econassociates.com to complete the online reservation 
form, or call Maryjane 0816 687 1208, or e-mail info@econassociates.com for more information.
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